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Abstract: Bird et al. [1] and Sasaki et al. [2] have recently proposed the intriguing

possibility that the black holes detected by LIGO could be all or part of the cosmological

dark matter. This offers an alternative to WIMPs and axions, where dark matter could be

comprised solely of Standard Model particles. The mass range lies within an observationally

viable window and the predicted merger rate can be tested by future LIGO observations.

In this paper, we argue that non-thermal histories favor production of black holes near this

mass range — with heavier ones unlikely to form in the early universe and lighter black

holes being diluted through late-time entropy production. We discuss how this prediction

depends on the primordial power spectrum, the likelihood of black hole formation, and the

underlying model parameters. We find the prediction for the preferred mass range to be

rather robust assuming a blue spectral index less than two. We consider the resulting relic

density in black holes, and using recent observational constraints, establish whether they

could account for all of the dark matter today.
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1 Introduction

The question “Did LIGO detect dark matter?” was raised recently by the authors of [1].

Following the first LIGO observation of gravitational waves GW150914 [3], the authors

examined the possibility that all of dark matter could consist of 30 solar mass black holes.

Making this assumption, they calculated the expected merger rate from binaries forming in

dark matter halos. Instead, in [2] the authors examine a similar scenario (see also [4–14]),

but allow the fraction of dark matter that is comprised of primordial black holes (PBHs) to

be a free parameter. In both papers, it is noted that there are considerable astrophysical

uncertainties associated with merger rates and the dark matter distribution, but given the

uncertainties, their results can be consistent with the value measured by LIGO. Curiously,

existing observational constraints leave a window in precisely this mass range (near a solar

mass) to allow black holes to comprise all of the dark matter [1]. However, one important

theoretical piece to the story is lacking: why are black holes in this mass range favored over

other masses? We will argue that non-thermal histories offer a possible explanation.

A generic prediction of beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics is the existence

of additional scalar fields (moduli), which frequently predict an epoch of early matter

domination following inflation. In many approaches the mass and decay rate of these

scalars is determined by symmetry breaking processes near the TeV scale — the physics

of which has been well-studied, particularly for its implications for WIMPs and axions,

collider physics, and fundamental questions such as the electroweak hierarchy and the

Cosmological Moduli Problem (see [15] for a review and guide to the literature).

In this paper, we are interested in another prediction of non-thermal histories during

the post-inflationary epoch. Unlike in a thermal history, during a matter phase, PBHs can

form on all sub-Hubble scales, resulting in a continuum of PBH masses [16–22]. Depending
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on the primordial power spectrum, this can lead to strong constraints on these non-thermal

epochs and the underlying particle theory [16]. Another aspect of these models is that the

phase ends when the scalar decays, again ‘reheating’ the universe. The associated entropy

production dilutes any pre-existing relics (such as baryons or dark matter), but the decay

can also be a replenishing source of baryons [23, 24] or dark matter [25, 26]. Here, we

examine the effect of the non-thermal epoch and scalar decay on the formation and survival

of PBHs as dark matter.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the

formation of PBHs in an early matter phase and the resulting prediction for the dark matter

relic density taking into consideration entropy production. In section 3, we establish an

argument for a preferred mass range for the PBHs, and calculate the corresponding PBH

abundance for each allowed mass. We then establish constraints on the allowed values of the

spectral index of the primordial power spectrum, which is important for establishing both

the mass and abundance of the most dominant PBHs today. We present our conclusions

in section 4.

2 Black hole formation in early matter phases

What sets a non-thermal universe apart from a thermal universe is that PBHs can con-

tinue to form after perturbations cross the Hubble radius. Matter (scalar) perturbations

will continue to grow because the Jeans pressure is negligible during epochs of scalar oscil-

lations. This means that the usual radiation domination calculations for PBH formation

are not applicable.

In matter domination, the probability of forming PBHs stems from two different con-

siderations. Firstly, the over-dense region must collapse to its Schwarzschild radius before

a caustic can form at its center (from which particles falling inwards might be dispersed

and prevent the formation of a PBH). This is also related to the need for the over-density

to be sufficiently homogeneous once the perturbations break away from the background

expansion (when they become non-linear) [18]. This implies

tPBH ≤ tcaustic, (2.1)

where tPBH is the PBH formation time and tcaustic is the time it takes a caustic to form.

In [19] it is shown that the probability that (2.1) is obeyed can be approximated by

Wcaustic ' δ3/2
M , (2.2)

where the density contrast is given by

δM ≡
δM

M
∼M

(1−n)
6 , (2.3)

where n is the spectral index.

The second consideration takes into account if the gravitational collapse is sufficiently

spherical and therefore results in a point like singularity and not a 1-dimensional (cigar)
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or 2-dimensional (Zel’dovich pancake) singularity. This probability was calculated in [27]

and is

Ws ' C δpM. (2.4)

This result comes from analytically evolving the initial perturbations to the non-linear

regime and then tracking their behavior through modeling the collapse as a Tolman-like

solution. One can introduce a deformation tensor with random values (reflecting the nearly

Gaussian initial spectrum) and then use this to find the probability of spherical collapse.

After diagonalizing this tensor and finding the corresponding eigenvalues one arrives at

the likelihood for PBH formation [21]. Following [27] the authors of [21] find p = 5 and

C = 2× 10−2. In what follows we will allow for a range of values for C and p and see that

this uncertainty will not alter our main conclusions.

The mass fraction in PBHs of mass M is then given by the total probability for their

formation by

β(M) =
ρPBH(M)

ρtot

'WsWcaustic ' C δpM δ
3/2
M . (2.5)

In a radiation dominated universe ρtot ∼ 1/a4, whereas for PBHs which have not evaporated

(M > 1016 g) we have ρPBH ∼ 1/a3. Thus, the mass fraction grows as β ∼ a(t). However,

in a matter dominated phase β remains constant until the time of reheating as long as there

is not significant entropy production. Notably, in the scalar dominated phases considered

here, entropy production plays an important role, which we now discuss.

2.1 Entropy production in a non-thermal history

In this section, we establish the effect of entropy production on PBH formation. To be

specific, we will focus on models where the non-thermal phase results from the displace-

ment of scalar moduli following inflationary reheating (see [15] for a review). Following

reheating, the universe is radiation dominated. However, the scalar oscillations will quickly

come to dominate the energy density since their energy density dilutes more slowly than

radiation. The non-thermal phase begins around the time when the scalar oscillations be-

come comparable to the radiation density and we will denote the radiation density at this

time by ρ
(0)
r . Then, the radiation density during the non-thermal epoch will be given by

ρr = ρ
(0)
r + ρgen, where the additional contribution represents the radiation generated by

scalar decays.1

The relevant equations are

ρ̇m + 3Hρm = −Γρm, (2.6)

ρ̇r + 3Hρr = Γρm, (2.7)

3H2m2
p = ρm + ρr. (2.8)

We can solve (2.6)

ρm = ρ(0)
m

(
e−Γt

a3

)
. (2.9)

1We follow closely [28] and refer to that textbook for a more detailed discussion.
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We are interested in establishing when entropy production first becomes important and

so we consider times t∗ < t � Γ−1. Thus, we have Γt � 1 and so ρm ∼ a−3 or ρm =

4m2
p/(3t

2). This corresponds to a matter dominated universe2 H ' 2/(3t). Using this

solution in (2.7) and solving, we find

ρr =
4m2

pt
2/3
∗

3t8/3
+

4m2
pΓ

5t
,

≡ ρinit(t) + ρgen(t) (2.10)

where ρinit and ρgen are the initial radiation and radiation generated from scalar decays,

respectively. In arriving at (2.10) we have used that ρm(t∗) = ρr(t∗) at the beginning of

the non-thermal phase and ρgen(t∗) = 0.

The production of entropy then becomes important when the amount of radiation

generated is comparable to the initial radiation. Setting ρinit(t) = ρgen(t) we find this

occurs at a time t = t
2/5
∗ Γ−3/5 and so entropy production is important long before t = Γ−1.

Prior to this, any relics that have ‘frozen-out’ (such as baryons or dark matter) will

have constant co-moving number density Y ≡ nx/s where nx is their number density and

s the entropy density. However, once entropy production becomes important, any existing

relics will be diluted until entropy production ceases near Γ−1. The resulting abundance

is then given by Yx → Yx∆−1. With ∆ given by

∆ ≡ sgen
sinit

∣∣∣∣
t=Γ−1

=

(
ρgen

ρinit

)3/4
∣∣∣∣∣
t=Γ−1

,

=

(
3

5

)3/4

(t∗Γ)−1/2 , (2.11)

where we used s ∼ ρ
3/4
r and (2.10). If the co-moving number density instead became

constant at a time tf > t∗ then t∗ → tf in (2.11).

2.2 Entropy production and the PBH abundance

The previous section showed that one effect of entropy production is to dilute any existing

relics. The aim of this section is to establish the effect on the abundances of PBHs.

We can account for the effect of entropy production on the mass fraction of PBHs

using (2.11). As discussed above, for the PBHs forming during the matter phase, the

initial mass fraction at the time of PBH formation β(tf ) will remain constant until the

time of reheating — except for the effect of entropy production. Thus, using (2.11), for

PBHs forming at tf the corresponding mass fraction at the time of reheating is given by

β(tr) =
β(tf )

∆
=

(
5

3

)3/4

(Γ tf )1/2 β(tf ),

= 3.8× 10−2

(
g(Tr)

10.75

)1/4 ( Tr
5 MeV

)
×

(
M

M�

)1/2 ( tf
tH

)1/2

β(tf ), (2.12)

2This is not strictly correct since the radiation gives an equivalent contribution at t∗. However, as is the

case with the textbook treatment of standard radiation/matter equality it is a very good approximation

and adequate for our purposes here (see e.g. chapter 2 of [29]).
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where Tr ∼ g−1/4(Γmp)
1/2 is the reheat temperature and tf is the time of PBH formation

with β(tf ) the corresponding mass fraction given by (2.5). We have also introduced the

horizon crossing time tH . It is important to emphasize that in the matter phase, PBHs

can form after Hubble radius crossing and so, in general, for a given mode tf > tH . We

have left this dependence in eq. (2.12) to account for this effect (in the previous literature

it is commonly assumed tf = tH , but this is only an accurate approximation when w =

p/ρ 6= 0). We have chosen fiducial values that are representative of low reheat scenarios

and normalized the PBH mass to the solar mass M� = 2.0× 1033 g. We will justify these

choices shortly.

Following reheating due to the scalar decay, the co-moving density in PBHs, YPBH, will

remain fixed. We can relate this to the mass fraction at reheating

β(tr) =
4M

3Tr

(n
s

)∣∣∣
t=tr

, (2.13)

or

YPBH ≡
n

s
=

(
3Tr
4M

)
β(tr), (2.14)

where we used ρ ∼ sT after reheating. We can then find the critical density in PBHs (for

a given mass M) today

ΩPBH =
ρPBH

ρc
=
MYPBHs

ρc
, (2.15)

where ρc is the critical density. Utilizing (2.12) and (2.14) we then have

ΩPBHh
2 = 0.1

(
g(Tr)

10.75

)1/4 ( Tr
5 MeV

)2 ( M

M�

)1/2

×
(
tf
tH

)1/2 ( β(tf )

2.5× 10−6

)
, (2.16)

where β(tf ) is the undiluted mass fraction given by (2.5), and ρc/s0 = 3.6× 10−9h2 GeV,

with h the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km/s/Mpc (we take h = 0.7).

2.3 Expected mass range

Having established the effect of entropy production on the mass fraction and abundance

of PBHs, we now consider the possible ranges of masses. The minimum PBH mass is

determined by the size of the Hubble volume at the beginning of the matter dominated

phase. Matter phases resulting from the oscillations of a scalar field [16] start with the

onset of oscillations when Hosc ' mσ. The energy density at that moment within the

Hubble volume is ρ = MminH
3
osc, and we have

Mmin =
3H2

oscmp

H3
osc

= 3
mp

Hosc

' 3
mp

mσ
. (2.17)

The maximum PBH mass is given by [16]

Mmax = α
1

n+3

(
MC

mp

)n−1
n+3

(
mp

mσ

) 12
n+3

mp, (2.18)

where α = 3.6 × 10−22, MC = 1057h−1 g (1 GeV = 1.8 × 10−24 g). As explained in [16],

this result comes from looking at the last PBHs to form at the time of scalar decay taking
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into account the evolution of perturbations on sub-Hubble scales as well. This is because

the later in the universe a PBH is produced, the more massive it typically is, due to the

increased size of the Hubble volume and the prolonged growth of the perturbations. The

decay width of the scalar (moduli) is typically given by Γ = cm3
σ/m

2
p, where c is slightly

model-dependent, but typically an order one number. The lighter the scalar is, the later

it decays and the larger the maximum PBH mass. Therefore, we establish that the scalar

mass driving the non-thermal phase determines both the minimal and maximal mass and

thus the entire range of expected PBH masses.

3 Non-thermal histories and a preferred mass range for PBH dark matter

We have seen that the scalar mass mσ controls the range of PBH masses and also the

reheat temperature Tr ∼ (Γmp)
1/2 ∼ m

3/2
σ /m

1/2
p . Therefore, the mass fraction (2.12) and

the PBH abundance (2.16) basically depend on two a priori free parameters — the mass

of the scalar mσ and the spectral index n. In this section, we argue that the mass is in fact

not a free parameter in fundamental approaches to BSM physics that predict non-thermal

histories. We then use the preferred mass to find the expected relic abundance of PBHs

and use existing observations to place restrictions on the spectral index.

3.1 The PBH / dark matter relic density

We have seen that PBH formation in a matter phase is vastly different than that in a ther-

mal universe. We instead expect PBHs to form over a range of masses Mmin .M .Mmax

determined by the scalar mass mσ. In fundamental approaches to BSM, this mass is typ-

ically set by a scale of symmetry breaking (which must be at or above the Electro-weak

scale) and, as such, is connected to other aspects of the BSM theory. As a well-studied ex-

ample, we briefly consider supersymmetry (SUSY), but emphasize this expectation occurs

in other approaches to BSM physics.

If SUSY is broken by gravity or anomaly mediation, the mass of the scalar is tied

to the gravitino mass and the scale of SUSY breaking, as mσ ∼ m3/2 ∼ Λ2/mp, where

Λ is the scale of SUSY breaking. This same scale controls other aspects of the theory,

such as the squark masses and the level of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC). Thus,

the scalar mass is really a consequence of SUSY breaking, and so is the duration of the

non-thermal phase [15]. Observationally, existing bounds from the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) push squark masses to be considerably higher than the electro-weak scale, implying

that the scalar (moduli) masses would also have to be higher for consistency with collider

data. However, such a ‘split-spectrum’ (with TeV-scale masses) [30–32] was actually first

proposed by Wells in 2004 [30]. This was long before LHC constraints on SUSY, as it could

improve SUSY’s phenomenological successes (e.g. improved gauge coupling unification),

while also addressing challenging issues for SUSY like FCNC and CP violation. What

was less appreciated at the time is that pushing the symmetry breaking scale slightly

higher could also resolve the so-called Cosmological Moduli Problem [15]. Allowing for

this modest hierarchy in scales, raising the SUSY breaking to the TeV range then predicts

scalar (moduli) masses around mσ ' 10 − 100 TeV in a large range of BSM models [15].

Although SUSY represents the best studied example, there are also string theory and
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extra-dimensional approaches to the hierarchy problem that make similar predictions for

TeV-scale moduli. Independently, one could also simply ask the question, what was the

lowest possible reheat temperature in models of inflation? [33]. The answer to this question

leads to a similar conclusion as the BSM considerations above. The universe must be

thermalized by the time of BBN (Tr ' 5 MeV), which corresponds to mσ ' 50 TeV.

Given this motivation, we consider a mσ ' 50 TeV scalar and find the corresponding

prediction for the range of possible PBH masses. The lightest PBHs are given by (2.17) and

correspond to Mmin ' 109 g. The maximal mass is given by (2.18). The exact value depends

on the spectral index of the primordial power spectrum, which is the only remaining free

parameter (although it is observationally restricted as we discuss shortly). For a slightly

blue spectral index (1 < n < 2), we find a maximal PBH mass near the solar mass range,

or slightly above. This implies that in an early matter phase driven by scalar(s), prior to

BBN, that PBHs will form in the mass range 109 g .M . 1000M�.

Our main finding is that, given this mass range, entropy production will dilute the

lighter PBHs, since they form earlier, whereas the most massive PBHs form last, near the

end of reheating. That is, from (2.12) we see the amount of entropy dilution depends on

the formation time as compared to the reheat time (tf/Γ
−1). This suggests that the last

PBHs to form will be the most abundant. Which corresponds to the maximal allowed PBH

mass given by (2.18).

It is important to note that this maximal mass does depend on the spectral index.

We find that for a blue spectrum (at pre-BBN scales) with n = 1.6 that the maximal

mass is then 24 M� — near the mass detected by LIGO and suggested by Bird, et al.

in [1]. However, for lower (higher) values the maximal mass will also be lower (higher).

The corresponding abundance today is then given by (2.16), also using (2.5).

Our results are presented in figure 1, where we consider a range of values for the

spectral index. We also allow for uncertainties in the initial formation probability. As

mentioned above, this probability relies on estimating the evolution of perturbations in

the non-linear regime, a task that is familiar from studies of large scale structure and is

typically done through N-body simulations. We are not aware of such studies prior to BBN

(as a thermal history is typically assumed), and instead we rely on analytic estimates and

allow for a range of uncertainty, where the classic literature [18–21] found β(tf ) ∼ δ
13/2
M ,

and we instead find β(tf ) ∼ δ7/2
M . Regardless of this uncertainty, we see from figure 1 that

for n = 1.6, these PBHs will be a small fraction of the dark matter. Most optimistically

(p = 2, C = 10−1 in (2.4)), we find ΩPBH = 2.8 × 10−7. The PBH contribution to dark

matter increases with the spectral index, but as we discuss next, this also implies stronger

tension with observations due to the abundance of lighter PBHs.

3.2 Constraints on the spectral index

The spectral index on the scales we are considering is unknown. In this sense, we have

traded the question of what PBH mass is preferred for the unknown value of the spectral

index. However, we find that although entropy dilution can significantly reduce the number

of PBHs with M < Mmax, increasing the spectral index will increase the formation probabil-

ity of lighter PBHs as seen from (2.3) and (2.5). Thus, we can use existing observations to
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Figure 1. We calculate the density parameter ΩPBH, (2.16), for PBHs of mass Mmax as a function

of the exponent in the probability for spherical collapse, (2.4), for different values of the spectral

index n. The ceiling shown represents the current measured value for ΩDM. As discussed in the

text, we allow for freedom in the exponent of the probability for spherical collapse Ws (see (2.4)),

which does make a significant difference in the abundance, but even allowing for this freedom we

see the interesting case of n = 1.6 will not lead to PBHs as the dominant source of dark matter.

place an upper bound on the spectral index. In figures 2 and 3 we focus on MPBH = 1016 g

PBHs, since these are within the mass range 1015 g — 1017 g most strongly restricted by

CMB and γ-ray observations [34]. In figure 2 we present the formation probability for

differing values of the spectral index reflecting the theoretical uncertainties. We present

the same predictions in figure 3, but taking into account the effect of entropy dilution and

we include the most recent observational constraints [35]. We find that even with entropy

dilution and the uncertainties in the formation probability, that n > 1.6 would be in con-

flict with existing observations. Instead we find that n = 1.6 is marginally compatible

with existing data given the theoretical uncertainties in the formation process. It is some-

what intriguing that this corresponds exactly to the maximal mass range corresponding

to MPBH ' 30 M�. However, we realize this is both speculative, and we also emphasize

again that even in this case we find that PBHs would not make up all the cosmological

dark matter.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the process of PBH formation in a non-thermal history.

Assuming the non-thermal phase results from the oscillations of a 10− 100 TeV scalar field

(which is well-motivated by BSM physics) we have a prediction that PBHs will form in a

mass range 109 g . M . 1000M�, although the maximal mass depends on the spectral

index of the primordial power spectrum. If we then account for the effect of entropy

production as the scalar decays, we find the most abundant PBHs will be the heaviest.

Other PBHs will form, and this leads to a restriction on the spectral index of around

n < 1.6. We find that for a spectral index near n = 1.6 that non-thermal histories predict

– 8 –
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Figure 2. The mass fraction β of PBHs with

mass 1016 g neglecting the entropy production

associated with the decay of the scalar (modu-

lus), for different values of the spectral index n

and reflecting the theoretical uncertainties in the

formation probability Ws. Without dilution, a

blue spectrum will generally overproduce these

PBHs and be inconsistent with existing observa-

tions (compare with figure 3).

Figure 3. The mass fraction β for the same

values as in figure 2, but now accounting for di-

lution associated with the entropy production of

the decaying scalar (see eq. (2.12)). Given the

theoretical uncertainties, we see that a spectral

index n & 1.6 is in tension with the data, whereas

lower values avoid constraints due to the dilution.

that the most abundant PBHs will be around MPBH ' 30 M� — motivating the proposal

of [1] — however, we also find they would only be a small fraction of the total amount

of dark matter. Even with such a small relic density, it should still be possible to further

establish model building constraints using Pulsar timing as discussed recently in [6]. We

leave this investigation to future work.
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